An Italian Pilgrimage: Wild Faith and Wild Art
with Junelle Jacobsen
Workshop Itinerary
Monday:
9:30-12:30 Studio - Our first morning will be lively. We will be sharing our stories and making
creative plans for the week. Our sketchbooks and cameras will be our morning focus
(inspiration collecting) and each of our projects will be introduced. All of our creative projects
will begin today!
Tuesday:
9:00 - 12:30 Studio - Espressos in hand we will outline our day's plans. I will help you pack a
little "artist kit" for our day of plein air & outdoor sketching, and we will be off on our Tuesday
morning adventure!
2:30 - 4:30 Studio - Inspired and filled with italian sunshine, we will settle into our afternoon of
sketch, stitch, and sip. Beautiful canvases will be started and our journals will be lovingly
created.
Wednesday:
9:00 - 12:30 - On our way to some favorite locations we will be taking note of the "littlest things".
Our sketchbooks will be our best friends this morning. Espressos on me, as we find ourselves
captivated by this morning of sketching and watercolors.
2:30 - 5:30 Studio - shoes off and inspirations spread before us we will venture into our
collections of goodies. Paints will be flowing from our fingertips as we transform our sketched
inspirations into our own keepsake journals and , softies (little canvases) and love-notes.
Thursday:
My favorite...you know I loooove Market Day! We will be using all of our inspiration collection at
the Market and creating playful art all day from our findings. Yes and yum!
Friday:
9:00 - 12:30 Studio - We will mix our sketches, photos, soft canvases, and words. Our sweet
pilgrimage journals will fill to the brim with our personal touches! You will be amazed at the
beauty of your handiwork.
2:30 - 5:30 Studio - Our time will be spent finishing things and working on inspiration collection
for you to take home. You should always end a week *filled to the brim* with delights for weeks
to come...

Adventures in Italy is a program of Steiner Studio LLC

